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Product review by Rose of all natural beauty
As a teenager and young adult, I had oily skin and
often had a breakout or two on my face. During that time,
there were studies stating that those people who had
mixed origins, caucasian/asian, might be prone to acneic
conditions. I would try all kinds of products and
combinations, there of. It usually didn't make too much of
a difference; I would still break out here and there. I
believe now days, products can make a difference,
especially products like Occomeia.
Just recently, Sharon asked me to try Occomeia. I
received an Occomeia cleanser with an accompanying
pamphlet, describing their products. I loved the
presentation of the pamphlet and loved the fact that this
cleanser was 100% organic.
I immediately tried this foaming cleanser. This gentle
skin cleanser can be used daily and has a wonderful, fresh

scent. It has a nice texture and leaves your skin feeling
very clean and pure. The Occomeia cleanser helps and
treats breakouts. Where was this cleanser when I was
younger? I think all age groups can use this nourishing
cleanser. The Occomeia cleanser is strong enough to
cleanse a teenager's skin as well as gentle enough for a
mature skin. Still to this day, I will have an occasional
pimple. I believe Occomeia cleanser will help my skin
look and feel its best, year after year.
I believe this product will promote healthy skin due to
its natural and organic ingredients. Just as you are what
you eat; your skin is only as healthy as the natural and
beautiful products that you put on your skin.
I am excited about trying other Occomeia products. I
highly recommend using Occomeia products for the
promotion of clear, healthy and glowing skin.

